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 Sherry Gaba, Celebrity Rehab Psychotherapist and Life CoachAbout the Author:Many suggest Justin
Daniels brings a new meaning to the word self-made. Recovery is certainly a learning process that Justin
Daniels understands and today uses to motivate various other addicts to find their own way to recovery.
He speaks from his heart and offers guidance and solutions resulting in empowerment. Justin is usually
living proof that anyone who would like to can achieve a fulfilling sober life. This version includes an
epilogue of life post-Clarity Way.“FORGET ABOUT Vodka in my own Orange Juice is a lot more than just
another ‘” autobiography ——s implications, which ultimately resulted in an evergrowing compassion,
commitment, and clarity of what addiction treatment may appear to be when you add purpose and
interest to an application.drunkalogue’ it is an inspirational story about one guy’A brand new,
compassionate method of addiction recovery by an writer who's successfully recovering himself. He
offers successfully owned and operated a disaster restoration business, construction firm, flooring firm,
daycare business, and real estate holdings. Regardless of all his outward achievement, Justin faced his
own struggles with addiction. His message has hit local and nationwide airwaves including CBS, NBC,
ABC, FOX News, CNN, NPR Radio, in addition to national publications Redbook, Psychology Today,
Good Housekeeping, and Addiction. After going through two significantly different rehab remains before
finding clarity and his purpose in life, he is living proof that anyone can perform a fulfilling and sober
existence. Today, Justin is normally on a mission to help others find their very own wellness solution.
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! When a effective businessman can change his life around for his family members, it's beyond
commendable. And writing about it therefore well was amazing. In addition, it offers desire to anyone
suffering from addiction, end up being it the person in the addiction or a family member. Kudos for you,
Justin Daniels ! A Must Read. Great read for anybody. Also if you don't possess a drinking issue you
should still examine this book since it is just that good. I'd recommend it to those who don't have a web
link to addiction and the ones who do. Justin Daniels been amazing strong advices for your life . I strongly
recommend that you go through this book. A MUST READ This book is amazing. Amazing story of
inspiration! A Great Story About the "Not so Easy, yet Life-Redeeming Benefits of Recovery More than
Addiction!." This is a book that's relevant as much for the teenage son since it is for his middle-aged
mother. Daniels shoots direct from the hip, displaying an average child whose fall from grace can't be
neatly ascribed for some early childhood trauma or an equally ruthless coming old event. What we are
proven is a potent insight in to the addicted brain: a look that's daunting, tenuous and maddening. It is
truly a great resource and I would recommend it to anyone taking into consideration rehab for themselves
or for someone they like! You don't need to end up being an alcoholic to take pleasure from this book.
For anyone who may be suffering from dependence on those just thinking about reading about one man's
personal success over one of mankind's worst enemies, his own mind, this is proof that light can spill out
from the even the darkest corners of our lives. I was inspired by his brutal honesty about his huge
experiences and stories from the beginning to today. In No More Vodka in my own Orange Juice, he
candidly describes his break from the vice hold of addiction and gives excellent professional and personal
advice for others wanting to do the same. Who better to guide you through the rehabilitation process than
someone who: is a recovered addict, owns/operates a custom rehabilitation center with an exceptionally
high success rate, and has made it his life function to lead visitors to recovery and clearness? Justin gives
healthy methods to support someone you care about pre-treatment (starting the chat, intervening with
effects, finding a rehab service, and clearing roadblocks such as job related fears). He's the dog owner and
founder of Clarity Way Drug and Alcohol Rehab Center. PLEASE Go through THIS Publication! He opens
with his unpleasant, personal tale. He writes with awareness and compassion, and he contains
explanations for better understanding. Justin Daniels is usually that credible and trusted instruction. He
also goes through treatment (the levels of addiction and the stages of switch, lapse versus relapse, family
members education and an idea of consequences). Lastly, he discusses post-treatment (an aftercare plan,
PAWS, workout, nutrition, and other activities that help). Justin Daniel's book is an smart and well
thought through guidebook with a manageable actions plan for an effective recovery. It's an account
we've heard before, but one where Daniels succeeds in steering us away from the untold particular horror
tales and onto the path of education about such an insidious disease (addiction), recognized as such by
the AMA (American Medical Association). Buy this book in the event that you or anyone you know is
struggling with any type of addiction issue I've go through a few addiction related books and I love this
one since it does not claim to offer some miracle treatment. It does offer simple to understand
information and advice along with a real life story, warts and all. It is an all too familiar story of have a
problem with a refreshing, positive and useful outcome. In case you are fighting alcohol or medications, it
is a must read. We have friends and family members whom we've suggested this reserve to and we highly
suggest it to everyone who's experienced an addiction issue or know of a person who has. I believe the
take away is certainly that anyone can defeat addiction if you understand what you are dealing with and
seek the proper help/support. He have problems during his life where he become successful man you
definitely likely to take this second edition great support strategy to add on your values dayly basis with
correct direction . What an inspiring story of a man who turned his life around after facing an
exceptionally difficult time in his life. Thinking about Rehab? I am not sure if anyone these days has not
meant someone going right through some sort of addiction and Justin's story has the potential to help so



many. For anyone who is suffering from some sort of addiction or understands of anyone struggling
themselves, that is essential READ!Inspirational This well written book wasn't only inspirational but a true
lesson in courage. After reading his book, I've already passed it to many close friends who I hope can
learn from Justin's story. Thanks so much for posting your story and your life -- and thanks a lot for
opening Clarity Way to be able to help so numerous others! There arent enough amazing words to spell it
out this publication. Daniels chronicles his personal ascent from a life lived in unhindered energetic drug
and alcohol addiction to one where his best success is as basic as having his lifestyle back. It certainly
explains what addiction is certainly and the best way to look for treatment. However, I think anyone
would really get a lot out of it. AN EXCELLENT LEARNING TOOL There is really no replacement for
learning a lesson not only through facts, but through an knowledge of the experiences that some people
go through inside our lives. When you have grappled with your personal addiction or that of a loved one,
this book is like a friend offering you solace and understanding. If you haven't, this book gives you a
window right into a world to greatly help foster understanding and bridge the stigma that still surrounds
addiction. Justin Daniels been such great guy to become top star on the heathy bussines experience .
Great Read This book is inspirational and informing. Inspiring Story I really enjoyed this book. The truth
shall set you free A must read if you are struggling or has a cherished one struggling to admit the truth on
the subject of having an addiction problem. This book will help guide the way to self discovery and help
you find out that admitting the truth about your addiction, about needing help overcoming your addiction,
and about finding the right form of rehabilitation to heal all wounds causing your addiction, is the only
true way to recovery. Courage A powerful story of courage and personal growth. I love the way the facts
and info are interwoven with his life tale in the book.
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